parts2clean Pavilion at WIN EURASIA 2019

Use the broad network of merged WIN EURASIA and offer your products and services to the whole manufacturing industry.

Secure your booth within the parts2clean pavilion at WIN EURASIA 2019!

WIN EURASIA will once again open its doors to the Eurasian market. 6 leading trade fairs fused together to boost WIN EURASIA’s strength. The exhibition will take place from March 14 to 17, 2019. With this fusion you will gain access to new target audiences and are able to benefit from newly formed synergies.

Growing Economy in All Sectors: Turkey is decisively a significant emerging economy that has attracted international interest in all sectors for the last decade. Report forecasts annual average growth of 4.8% over next five years for Turkish economy, with “continued robust growth in working-age population” and “impressive rate of capital accumulation per worker”.

The Biggest Industrial Event of the Region: Eurasia’s leading international industrial annual event WIN EURASIA were held with exhibitors from 22 countries and attracted 75.368 visitors from a total of 146 countries.

Silk Road of Technology Age: Unique business environment in one of the fastest developing regions in the world which brings 360 degree manufacturing industries of east and west together on a key strategical position in the crossroads of 3 continents at maximum 3 hours flight distance. Turkey is expected to be the 12th biggest economy of the world until 2023, with its 2017 export being over USD 157 b. & import over USD 234 b.

Vertical and Horizontal Integration: 360 degree manufacturing industry will be showcased at WIN EURASIA 2019 with the latest technologies under a single roof with “WIN the Future” Guiding Theme. WIN EURASIA is hosting almost all related industries who makes production in different fields to cover their needs about all the levels of processing and the new products and applications with the latest technology.

High Satisfaction Rate of Visitors and Exhibitors: 95% of 2018 WIN EURASIA visitors define their visit as very effective and planning to visit 2019 show again, likewise 90% of the exhibitors had overall satisfaction.

Experiencing Future: Must see conferences, seminars, company and product presentations, panels, corporate activities, international activities and future shaping special thematic events under Industrial Activities Summit and Industry 4.0 Festival Area, Government supported Buyer Delegation Programmes secure meetings with key prospects.

Exhibitors from 22 countries
1.813
Visitors from 146 countries
75.368
Net Exhibition Area
34.615 sqm
Success of WIN EURASIA Fairs in 2018
parts2clean Pavilion – Anything But Superficial

Your main benefits

- Special stand design with a high visibility factor
- Personal contact person on-site
- Lounge area with snacks and beverages
- German and Turkish speaking contact person at the show
- Turnkey booth construction and dismantling
- Smoothly order additional equipment and services at any time

The complete package “parts2clean pavilion” (at least 9 sqm booth space)

- Furnishing, walls, carpet, spotlights, electrics (incl. connection and consumption)
- 1 table, 3 chairs, 1 info desk
- Fascia blind with company name and logo (90x40 cm)
- Access to the lounge area including snacks and beverages
- English-Turkish speaking hostess
- Copy of the exhibitor catalogue and exhibitor passes
- Daily stand cleaning

* The prices are subject to 18% V.A.T.

Deutsche Messe

Hannover Fairs Turkey Fuarcılık A.Ş.
Büyükdere Cad. Şari İş Merkezi
No: 103 B Blok, Kat 5-6, 34394 Mecidiyeköy-Şişli
İstanbul, Turkey
Tel. +90 212 334 69 00
Fax +90 212 334 69 34
info@hf-turkey.com
www.hmist.com.tr

Contact
Christoph Nowak
Tel. +49 511 89 31322
christoph.nowak@messe.de

THESE FAIRS ARE ORGANIZED WITH THE INSPECTION OF THE UNION OF CHAMBERS AND COMMODITY EXCHANGES OF TURKEY
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW NUMBER 5174
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*310 € / sqm